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Abstract. We present a model-free data-driven inference method that
enables inferences on system outcomes to be derived directly from empirical data without the need for intervening modeling of any type, be
it modeling of a material law or modeling of a prior distribution of
material states. We specifically consider physical systems with states
characterized by points in a phase space determined by the governing
field equations. We assume that the system is characterized by two
likelihood measures: one µD measuring the likelihood of observing a
material state in phase space; and another µE measuring the likelihood
of states satisfying the field equations, possibly under random actuation. We introduce a notion of intersection between measures which can
be interpreted to quantify the likelihood of system outcomes. We provide conditions under which the intersection can be characterized as the
athermal limit µ∞ of entropic regularizations µβ , or thermalizations, of
the product measure µ = µD × µE as β → +∞. We also supply conditions under which µ∞ can be obtained as the athermal limit of carefully
thermalized (µh,βh ) sequences of empirical data sets (µh ) approximating
weakly an unknown likelihood function µ. In particular, we find that
the cooling sequence βh → +∞ must be slow enough, corresponding to
quenching, in order for the proper limit µ∞ to be delivered. Finally, we
derive explicit analytic expressions for expectations E[f ] of outcomes f
that are explicit in the data, thus demonstrating the feasibility of the
model-free data-driven paradigm as regards making convergent inferences directly from the data without recourse to intermediate modeling
steps.

1. Introduction
The boundary value problems of continuum mechanics and mathematical physics have a precise structure that set them apart from other classes
of problems (cf., e. g., [1]). Thus, the governing field equations set forth
hard constraints in the form of partial differential equations and attendant
boundary conditions that are universal, i. e., material independent, and free
of epistemic uncertainty. However, in order to define well-posed boundary
value problems the field equations must be closed through the specification
of a material law, which is material specific and determined empirically (cf.,
e. g., [2]). The classical approach to formulating material laws, or material
identification, relies on modeling to represent the available material data in
some appropriate mathematical form, be it equations of state, kinetic and
hereditary laws (such as in viscoelasticity) and other representations (cf.,
1
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e. g., [3, 4]). For stochastic systems, the process of modeling is often compounded by the need to additionally model priors, e. g., in the context of
Bayesian inference (cf., e. g., [5, Section 2]).
There is no general theory that enables, starting from empirical data,
the identification of material models of an arbitrary degree of accuracy that
are sure to converge, in some appropriate sense, to the exact but unknown
material law as the volume of empirical data increases. In practice, ad hoc
parameterized functions are often fitted to the data by means of regression
or some other form of parametric estimation (cf., e. g., [6] for a review of
recent developments centered on machine learning, Bayesian learning, manifold learning, model reduction and other approaches). Models necessarily
rely heavily on heuristics and intuition and inevitably introduce biases and
uncontrolled modeling errors. They can also result in a massive loss of
information relative to that which is contained in the empirical data sets
themselves. These uncertainties render material modeling ad hoc, openended, ill-posed and a major limiting factor as regards the ability to make
accurate and reliable inferences of the outcomes of physical systems.
The epochal advances in experimental science of the past two decades,
including time- and space-resolved full-field microscopy, have transformed
mathematical physics from a data-poor to a data-rich field, which raises a
number of fundamental questions in theory and in practice. In particular,
the present abundance of material data begs the question whether a direct
connection between material data and predicted outcomes can be effected
that altogether bypasses the traditional step of modeling material behavior,
be it via material laws or prior distributions. A notional comparison between
classical and model-free data-driven inference is:
Classical inference:
Data → Model → Prediction
Model-Free Data-Driven inference: Data
−→
Prediction
Evidently, the model-free data-driven paradigm is lossless, i. e., it incurs no
loss of information with respect to the data set; unbiased, i. e., it requires
no assumptions regarding variables or prior distribution of the data; and
trivially modelling-error free, as it bypasses the classical step of building a
material model altogether.
The present work is concerned with the formulation of one such model-free
data-driven inference paradigm and with establishing its well-posedness and
properties of convergence with respect to the data. We specifically consider
physical systems with states characterized by points z in a phase space Z
determined by the governing field equations. In the deterministic setting,
cf. Fig. 1 and Section 2, the physical field equations then have the effect of
restricting the possible states of the system to an affine subspace E of Z,
which we refer to as the constraint set. For instance, in solid mechanics, the
phase space Z is the space of strain and stress (, σ) over the body and the
field equations are compatibility of strains and equilibrium of stresses, which
may depend on external forcing and boundary conditions. The constraint
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subspace E of admissible states is, therefore, the set of stress and strain
fields that are compatible and in equilibrium with the applied loading. In
addition, material behavior restricts the possible states (, σ) of the system
to a material set D in Z. Often, the material set is local, i. e., defined
pointwise. For instance, for a local elastic material the material set has the
representation D = {((x), σ(x)) ∈ Dloc ⊂ Zloc , for a. e. x ∈ Ω}, where Zloc
is the phase-space of a single material point, Dloc is the local material set,
e. g., the graph of a local material law, and Ω the reference configuration.
The classical deterministic solution set is, therefore, D ∩ E, which is nonempty provided D and E satisfy appropriate closedness and transversality
conditions [7].
(a)

(b)

Figure 1. Deterministic case. a) Material data set for linear elasticity taking the form of an unbounded graph D, constraint set E and classical solution D ∩ E. b) Empirical material data set Dh showing randomness due to measurement
error and experimental scatter. Note this may result in an
empty intersection between Dh and E.
Often, however, the material set D is only known approximately through
a sequence Dh of approximating data sets, e. g., consisting of empirical measurements, cf. Fig. 1b. In that case, the intersection Dh ∩ E is likely to be
empty and Dh fails to generate an approximating sequence of solutions in the
classical sense. To circumvent this difficulty, [8, 7] proposed a Data-Driven
(DD) regularization in which approximate solutions are identified with pairs
of states yh ∈ Dh , zh ∈ E such that some appropriate distance d(yh , zh ) is
minimized in Z × Z. Choosing again the example of solid mechanics for purposes of illustration, the data-driven solutions thus defined consist of a pair
zh = (h , σh ) and yh = (0h , σh0 ) of stress and strain fields, where the state
zh is required to be in the admissible set E, i. e., to consist of a compatible
strain field and a stress field in equilibrium, whereas the state yh is required
to be in the material set Dh . In a deterministic framework, solving the datadriven problem then entails minimizing an appropriate distance between the
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points zh = (h , σh ) and yh = (0h , σh0 ). Appropriate notions of convergence
of the data set Dh → D ensuring convergence of solutions, as well as related
notions of relaxation in the infinite-dimensional setting, have been set forth
in [7, 9, 10]. We note that the paradigm is strictly data-driven and modelfree in the sense that solutions are obtained, or approximated, directly from
the data set without recourse to any intervening modeling of the data. Extensions of the approach, applications and follow-up work have spawned a
sizeable engineering literature to date (cf., e. g., [11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17]
for a representative sample).
(a)

(b)

Figure 2. Stochastic case. a) Material likelihood function
LD in the form of a sliding Gaussian (dark: low likelihood;
light: high likelihood), constraint set E and likelihood function L obtained by restricting LD to E. b) Empirical likelihood measure µD,h sampled from LD . Note empty intersection of the support of µD,h with E.
1.1. Problem Set-Up. In the present work, we extend this deterministic
framework to stochastic systems. To this end, we assume that material
behavior is characterized by a Radon measure µD , or material measure,
defined over the phase space Z, with the property that µD (A) measures the
likelihood of observing in the laboratory a material state in the set A ⊂ Z.
In this manner, we allow the behavior of the material to be intrinsically
stochastic, i. e., the spread of the measure µD is not necessarily the result
of measurement error, or experimental scatter, but the result of randomness
of the material behavior itself. A fundamental difficulty inherent to such a
representation is that the material measure µD is not finite in general and,
in particular, it cannot be normalized to define a probability measure. For
instance, consider a deterministic elastic material characterized by a local
d×d
material law σ = σ̂(), with (, σ) ∈ Rd×d
sym × Rsym ≡ Zloc , and where σ̂(·) is a
locally Lipschitz material law describing the behavior of one material point.
Then the corresponding material measure is µD,loc = Hd(d+1)/2 Dloc , where
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Dloc = {(, σ) : σ = σ̂()} is the graph of the local material law. Evidently,
µD,loc is a Radon measure over Zloc but it is not finite.
For the sake of generality and without significant additional complexity,
we also allow the loading to be random, and we describe the field constraints
by means of a second Radon measure µE over Z, or constraint measure, with
the property that µE (A) measures the likelihood of finding an admissible
state in A ⊂ Z. For instance, for an elastic material, µE (A) returns the
likelihood of finding a pair z = (, σ) in A with  compatible and σ in
equilibrium with the random loading. As already noted, in the particular
case of deterministic loading the field equations restrict admissible states to
an affine subspace E of Z. For Z = RN × RN finite dimensional, we show
in Section 2.1 that in many examples the structure of the field equations
implies that the admissible space E is indeed a subspace of Z of dimension
N and co-dimension N . In this case, the corresponding constraint measure
is, therefore, µE = HN E. Again, we note that µE is a Radon measure
over Z but it is not finite.
1.2. Our Contributions. For a system thus defined, the classical inference
problem consists of determining the likelihood of observing a material state
y ∈ Z and an admissible state z ∈ Z conditioned by the requirement that
y = z. For suitable choices of those measures, we introduce a likelihood
measure which can be interpreted as the intersection µD ∩ µE of µD and
µE . By way of example, if Z = RN × RN , µD = LD L2N and µE = LE L2N ,
for some continuous material and constraint likelihood functions LD and
LE , respectively, then µD ∩ µE = LD LE L2N . If Z = RN × RN , µD =
LD L2N with continuous material likelihood function LD and µE = HN E,
corresponding to deterministic loading, then µD ∩ µE = LD HN E, Fig. 2a.
We note that, whereas neither µD nor µE are finite in general, we expect
the intersection µD ∩ µE to be finite and non-degenerate in the cases of
interest, i. e., 0 < |µD ∩ µE | < +∞. In particular, µD ∩ µE can then be
normalized by |µD ∩ µE | to define a probability measure characterizing the
expectation of outcomes of the system. The condition that the intersection
µD ∩µE be well-defined, finite and non-degenerate sets forth a general notion
of transversality between the measures µD and µE .
For definiteness, we restrict attention to finite-dimensional systems, Z =
RN × RN and introduce in Definition 4.1 and Remark 4.2 new concepts of
diagonal concentration, intersection of measures and transversality. Specifically, we consider the product measure µ = µD × µE over Z × Z and
penalize deviations from the diagonal diag(Z × Z) by means of parameterized Gaussian weights wβ converging weakly to HN diag(Z × Z). We
further assume transversality, in the sense that the weighted, or thermalized,
measures µβ = wβ µ converge weakly to a measure µ∞ as β → +∞ (this is
different from the usage of the term transversality in [7]). It then follows,
Lemma 4.3, that the measure µ∞ , referred to as the diagonal concentration of µ, is diagonal, i. e., it is supported on diag(Z × Z). For measures
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µ = µD × µE for which this procedure is well-defined, the diagonal concentration measure µ∞ supplies a convenient representation of the intersection
measure µD ∩ µE and, by extension, of the solution of the classical inference
problem. In Section 4.4, we show using the Kullback-Leibler divergence
that thermalization may be regarded as an entropic regularization and the
diagonal concentration as the corresponding athermal limit, which lends
motivation to the choice of terminology.
In Sections 4.2 and 4.3, we present Theorems 4.5 and 4.8 that illustrate
two cases in which the thermalization approach to diagonal concentration is
well-defined. Both theorems are concerned with finite-dimensional systems
with phase space Z = RN × RN . The first case is concerned with joint likelihood measures µ = L L2N ×L2N that are absolutely continuous with respect
to the Lebesgue measure over Z × Z with regular density L. This scenario
allows for general correlations between the likelihoods of material and admissible states. In this case, Theorem 4.5 sets forth regularity, continuity
and equi-integrability conditions for L ensuring the existence of the diagonal
concentration µ∞ . The second scenario is concerned with the deterministic
loading case, µE = HN E, and material measures µD = LD L2N that are
absolutely continuous with respect to the Lebesgue measure over Z with
regular density LD . Here again, Theorem 4.8 supplies regularity, continuity
and equi-integrability conditions on LD and E ensuring the transversality of
µD and µE and the existence of the diagonal concentration µ∞ , in the sense
of Definition 4.1. Examples are also presented that illustrate the scope of
the theorems.
Beyond characterizing the intersection of transverse measures in a convenient manner, thermalization proves crucial in cases in which the material
measure µD is known only approximately through a sequence of approximating discrete measures (µD,h ), e. g., corresponding to experimental measurements, converging weakly to µD , Fig. 2b. In this case, the intersection
measures µD,h ∩ µE , even assuming that it can be defined, may be degenerate, e. g., if the loading is deterministic with no intersection between the
support of µD,h and the constraint set E. Under these conditions, the sequence (µD,h ∩ µE ) fails to approximate the limiting intersection µD ∩ µE
in any meaningful way. More generally, if the system is subject to random
loading and µ is approximated by a sequence (µh ) of discrete measures converging weakly to µ, the diagonal concentrations (µh,∞ ) are almost surely
degenerate and fail to characterize µ∞ in the limit.
To circumvent this difficulty, we again resort to thermalization and define
an auxiliary sequence of thermalized empirical measures (µh,βh ) with the
aid of a carefully chosen sequence βh → +∞. Here, the effect of thermalization is to regularize the discrete measures µh so that the athermal limit
µh,βh → µ∞ is well-defined for some limiting measure µ∞ . In the case of
deterministic loading, we rely on a suitable thermalization µD,h,βh of the
sequence (µD,h ) of empirical material sets to intersect properly with µE and
deliver a well-defined limiting measure µ∞ . Evidently, the central question
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then concerns whether the limiting measure µ∞ delivered by (µh,βh ) is indeed the diagonal concentration of µ. Intuitively, we anticipate a need for the
cooling sequence βh to be slow enough, i. e., to define a quenching sequence,
lest the regularizing effect of thermalization be lost along the sequence.
In Sections 5.1 and 5.3, we present Theorems 5.1 and 5.5 that establish conditions under which the quenching procedure just described is welldefined and properly convergent. The theorems are again restricted to finitedimensional systems with phase space Z = RN × RN and concerned with
the same scenarios considered in Section 4, namely, Lebesgue absolutelycontinuous likelihood measures µ = L L2N × L2N and Lebesgue absolutelycontinuous materials measures µD = LD L2N in systems under deterministic
loading, µE = HN E. The theorems set forth sufficient conditions on the
convergence µh * µ, conversely µD,h * µD , and the quenching sequence βh
ensuring the convergence of the thermalized sequence (µh,βh ) to the diagonal
concentration µ∞ of µ. Again, we illustrate the requirements and scope of
the theorems by means of examples.
Chief among these, from the standpoint of applications, is the case of
approximation by means of discrete measures (µh ), or (µD,h ) as the case
may be, presented in Sections 5.2 and 5.4. We show that, in these cases, the
thermalization and quenching procedure results in analytical expressions for
the expectation E[f ] of bounded continuous functions f that are explicit in
the data and require no intervening modeling for their computation. These
results demonstrate the feasibility of the model-free data-driven inference
paradigm and, in particular, the possibility of making convergent inferences
on system outcomes directly from data. These observations notwithstanding, it should be carefully noted that the sums involved in the explicit analytical expressions for the expectations are of combinatorial complexity in
the dimension of phase space and the size of the material set. Sums of this
type can be effectively implemented and computed by means of Monte Carlo
methods, for which there is an extensive literature in computational physics.
However, these aspects of implementation require careful attention and are
beyond the scope of the present paper.
2. Deterministic Data-Driven mechanics in finite dimensions
For completeness and by way of introduction, we begin with a brief summary of deterministic Data-Driven (DD) mechanics of finite-dimensional
systems as introduced in [8, 18].
2.1. Phase space, compatibility and conservation constraints. The
field theories of science have a particular structure that pervades disparate
fields of application and which set them apart from other data-intensive
fields. Here, we restrict attention to finite-dimensional systems comprising
m components whose state is characterized by two work-conjugate fields
 ≡ {e ∈ Rd , e = 1, . . . , m} and σ ≡ {σe ∈ Rd , e = 1, . . . , m}. We refer
to the space of pairs Ze = {ze ≡ (e , σe ) ∈ Rd × Rd } as the local phase
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space of the component e, and Z = Z1 × · · · × Zm = R2N , N = md, as the
global phase space of the system. In the entire paper we assume that Z is
endowed with a scalar product and denote
p by k · k the corresponding norm;
for (y, z) ∈ Z × Z we use |||(y, z)||| := kyk2 + kzk2 . We denote by |x|n the
Euclidean norm of x ∈ Rn and by x · y the corresponding scalar product.
Example 2.1 (Trusses). We illustrate the essential structure of discrete
field theories by means of the simple example of truss structures. Trusses
are assemblies of bars that deform in uniaxial tension or compression. The
bars are articulated at common joints, or nodes, that act as hinges, i. e.,
cannot transmit moments. Trusses are examples of connected networks that
obey conservation laws. Other examples in the same class include electrical
circuits, pipeline networks, traffic networks, and others.
The material behavior of a bar e is characterized by a particularly simple
relation between uniaxial strain e and uniaxial stress σe . Thus, in this case
d = 1 and the local phase spaces are Ze = R × R. These local states are
subject to the following laws:
i) Compatibility: Suppose that bar e is connected to nodes a and b. Then,
the strain in the bar is
ub − ua
(1)
e =
· de ,
Le
where Le is the length of the bar e, de ∈ R3 is the unit vector pointing from
a to b and ua , ub ∈ R3 are the displacements of the a and b, respectively.
ii) Equilibrium: Let Sa be the star of an unconstrained node a, i. e., the
collection of bars connected to a. Then, we must have
X
(2)
σe de Ae + fa = 0,
e∈Sa

where Ae is the cross-sectional area of bar e, de points from a to the node
connected to a by bar e, and fa ∈ R3 is the force applied to node a.

As the above example indicates, in many cases the state of the system is
subject to linear constraints of the general form
(3a)

m
X

we BeT σe = f,

e=1

(3b)

e = Be u + ge ,

e = 1, . . . m,

where u ∈ Rn is the array of degrees of freedom of the system, we are
positive weights, Be ∈ Rd×n is a discrete gradient operator, BeT is a discrete divergence operator, f ∈ Rn is a force array resulting from distributed
sources and Neumann boundary conditions and the arrays ge ∈ Rd follow
from Dirichlet boundary conditions. The constraints (3) are material independent and define an affine subspace E of Z, the constraint set. The
constraint set E encodes all the data of the problem, including geometry,
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loading and boundary conditions. The constraints (3) can also be expressed
in matrix form as
(4a)

BT τ = f

(4b)

 = Bu + g,

with B = (B1 , . . . , Bm ) ∈ RN ×n ,  = (1 , . . . , m ) ∈ RN , τ = (w1 σ1 , . . . ,
wm σm ) ∈ RN and g = (g1 , . . . , gm ) ∈ RN .
We note that the affine space E defined by the constraints (4) is a translate
of the linear space E0 defined by the homogeneous constraints
(5a)

BT τ = 0

(5b)

 = Bu.

Evidently, E0 = E × Eσ , where E is the linear space defined by (5b) and
Eσ is the linear space defined by (5a). Therefore, we have
(6) dim(E0 ) = dim(E ) + dim(Eσ ) = dim(Im(B)) + dim(Ker(B T )) = N.
Since Z = RN ×RN , it follows that the constraint set E is an affine subspace
of Z of dimension N and co-dimension N .
This observation characterizes the structure and dimensionality of the
phase space Z and of the subspace E of all admissible states in Z, or constraint set, i. e., the set of all the states that satisfy the conservation laws
(4).
2.2. Material characterization. We assume that the behavior of the material of each component e = 1, . . . , m of the system is characterized by—
possibly different—local material data sets De of pairs ze ≡ (e , σe ), or local
states. For instance, each point in the data set may correspond to, e. g.,
an experimental measurement, a subgrid multiscale calculation, or some
other means of characterizing material behavior. The local material data
sets can be point sets, graphs or sets of any arbitrary dimension. The set
D = D1 × · · · × Dm is the global material data set.
Example 2.2 (Material laws). Classically, material behavior is often characterized by a convex function We : Rd → R, with dual We∗ such that the
d-dimensional graph
(7)

De = {ye = (e , σe ) ∈ Rd × Rd : σe = DWe (e )}

is the local material set. For instance, for linear material behavior, Fig. 1a,
we have
1
1
We∗ (σe ) = C−1
σe · σe ,
(8)
We (e ) = Ce e · e ,
2
2 e
where Ce > 0 is a fixed scalar.

Example 2.3 (Point data sets). Another common situation concerns materials that are characterized experimentally and whose behavior is known
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only through a point data set De , Fig. 1b, collecting the results of experimental tests. Evidently, such material data sets do not define graphs, much
less affine subspaces, in the local phase space Ze .

2.3. Classical solutions. Consider now a system with phase space Z =
RN × RN characterized by a material data set D and a constraint set in the
form of an affine space E of dimension N and codimension N . Evidently,
the set of classical solutions of the system is the intersection D ∩ E, i. e.,
material states of the system that are admissible in the sense of satisfying
all equilibrium and all compatibility constraints.
2.4. Data-Driven (DD) reformulation. As noted in [8], the notion of
classical solution is too rigid in cases where solutions may be reasonably
expected to exist but for which D ∩ E = ∅ due to the paucity of the data,
e. g., taking the form of a point set, see Example 2.3. The analysis of such
systems requires a suitable extension of the notion of solution.
Data-Driven (DD) solvers seek to determine the material state y ∈ D
that is closest to being admissible, in the sense of E, or, alternatively, the
admissible state z ∈ E that is closest to being a possible state of the material,
in the sense of D. Optimality is understood in the sense of a suitable norm,
e. g., for the set-up in Example 2.2, we may choose
!
m
 1/2

X
2
,
we Ce |e |2d + C−1
(9)
kzk =
e |σe |d
e=1

with we > 0 as in (3), Ce > 0 as in (8), e = 1, . . . , m. The corresponding
DD problem is, then,
(10)

inf inf ky − zk2 = inf inf ky − zk2 ,

y∈D z∈E

z∈E y∈D

i. e., we wish to determine the state z ∈ E of the system that is admissible
and closest to the data set D, or, equivalently, the point y ∈ D in the
material data set that is closest to being admissible.
Evidently, if E is affine and D is compact, e. g., consisting of a finite
collection of points, then the DD problem (10) has solutions by the Weierstrass extreme-value theorem. More generally, in [7, Cor. 2.9] the following
is proved.
Proposition 2.4 (Existence of DD solutions). Let Z = RN × RN , E an
affine subspace of Z and D a non-empty closed subset of Z. Suppose that
the condition
(11)

ky − zk ≥ c(kyk + kzk) − b

holds for all y ∈ D, z ∈ E, with some constants c > 0 and b ≥ 0. Then, the
DD problem (10) has at least one solution.
Proof. Let (yh , zh ) ⊂ D × E be a minimizing sequence. By (11), (yh ) and
(zh ) are bounded in Z. Passing to subsequences, there is (y, z) ∈ Z × Z
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such that (yh , zh ) → (y, z). By the closedness of E and D, it follows that
(y, z) ∈ D × E. By the continuity of the norm,
inf

(12)

(y 0 ,z 0 )∈D×E

ky 0 − z 0 k2 ≤ ky − zk2

= lim kyh − zh k2 =
h→∞

inf

(y 0 ,z 0 )∈D×E

ky 0 − z 0 k2 ,

and (y, z) is a DD solution.



We note that condition (11) fails when the distance between D and E is
minimized at infinity, in which case the minimizing sequences diverge and
solutions fail to exist. This condition (which was called transversality in [7])
is related to, but different from, the transversality condition that plays an
important role in the probabilistic extension of DD, as evinced in Section 3.
Example 2.5 (Linear trusses). A simple example is furnished by a linearelastic response of the form De = {σe = Ce e }, where Ce are elastic moduli,
and linear equilibrium and compatibility constraints of the form (3). This
set-up is combining Examples 2.1 and 2.2. A straightforward calculation [8]
then shows that
m
X
1
2
2
we C−1
(13)
d (z, D) = inf ky − zk =
e (σe − Ce e ) · (σe − Ce e )
y∈D
4
e=1

and that the transversality condition (11) is equivalent to the condition that
B T CB > 0 with C = diag(C1 , . . . , Cm ), i. e., if the stiffness matrix of the
system is strictly positive definite. Under these conditions, Theorem 2.4
ensures existence. In addition, by the strict convexity of (13) the solution is
unique.

3. Inference by diagonal concentration
We recall from the previous discussion that the states of the systems of
interest can be identified with points in a phase space Z = RN × RN normed
by some convenient norm such as (9). In addition, the geometry, loading,
equilibrium and compatibility constraints acting on the system define an
affine subspace E of Z, or constraint set, of dimension N and co-dimension
N . In the preceding deterministic formulation of the DD problem, the possible states of the material are additionally known to be in a material data
set D for sure. We wish to extend this theory to cases in which the material
behavior, and possibly the loading, are inherently random and defined in
probabilistic terms.
For a metric space X we denote by M(X) the set of Radon measures on X.
Assume that the behavior of the material is random and characterized by a
positive material likelihood measure µD ∈ M(Z) representing the likelihood
of observing a material state in the laboratory. We note that likelihood
measures are not necessarily probability measures, indeed need not be finite,
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and are defined modulo positive multiplicative constants. For instance, if
µD is absolutely continuous with respect to the Lebesgue measure, then
(14)

µD = LD L2N ,

where LD : Z → [0, ∞) is a material likelihood function. The function
ΦD : Z → (−∞, ∞],
(15)

ΦD (y) := − log LD (y)

is the corresponding material potential. The measure µD can be understood
as representing the likelihood of observing the material in a certain state, and
can in principle be approximated by performing a large set of measurements
and considering, on a suitable scale, the density of data points. Thus, regions
of phase space that are sparsely covered by data are less likely to be observed
than densely covered regions. Material likelihood measures that are singular
with respect to the Lebesgue measure are also of interest. For instance,
discrete empirical measures of the form
∞
X
(16)
µD =
ci δyi ,
i=1

play a central role in approximation. The deterministic case corresponds to
the case µD = HN D, where the data set D is a graph in Z of dimension
N , representing the material law. For example, one could have D = D1 ×
· · · × Dm , with De as in (7) or a corresponding nonlinear generalization.
Example 3.1 (Local material behavior). Material behavior is often local
and can be characterized over each local phase space Ze = Rd × Rd by a
local material measure µD,e ∈ M(Ze ). Assuming that the behavior of the
members is independent, the global material measure is then given by the
product measure
(17)

µD = µD,1 × · · · × µD,m .

If the local material measures µD,e are defined in terms of local likelihood
functions LD,e and local potentials ΦD,e , then the global likelihood function
is
(18)

LD = LD,1 LD,2 · · · LD,m−1 LD,m ,

i. e., the product of the local likelihood functions of the members, and the
global potential is
(19)

ΦD = ΦD,1 + · · · + ΦD,m ,

i. e., the sum of the local potentials of the members.



Without much additional complexity, we may assume that the boundary
conditions and loading are also random and characterized by a Radon constraint likelihood measure µE ∈ M(Z) representing the relative likelihood
or different boundary conditions and loading acting on the system. The case
of deterministic loading is recovered by setting µE = HN E, with E ⊆ Z
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an affine subspace of dimension N . More generally, we may suppose that
the material behavior and the constraints on the system are jointly characterized by a likelihood measure µ ∈ M(Z × Z). If material behavior and
constraints are uncorrelated, the likelihood measure is the product measure
(20)

µ = µ D × µE .

The joint likelihood function µ thus defined fully characterizes the system,
both as regards material behavior and constraints.
Within this framework, the classical inference problem is to determine
the likelihood of observing a material state y ∈ Z and an admissible state
z ∈ Z conditioned to y = z, i. e., conditioned to the material and admissible
states being equal. We expect the likelihood measure µ∞ of such pairs of
states to be a certain concentration of µ to the diagonal diag(Z × Z) (for
the precise notion, see Definition 4.1). For µ ∈ M(X), we define by
(21)

|µ| := µ(X) ∈ [0, ∞]

the total variation of µ. If µ∞ ∈ M(Z × Z) is finite and non-degenerate,
i. e.,
(22)

0 < |µ∞ | < +∞,

then µ∞ can be normalized to define the probability measure
µ∞
,
(23)
ν∞ :=
|µ∞ |
which gives the probability of material and admissible states of the system
and the expectation
Z
(24)
E∞ (f ) =
f (y, z) dν∞ (y, z)
Z×Z

of bounded continuous functions defined on the extended phase space, f ∈
Cb (Z × Z). We shall show below that ν∞ concentrates on the diagonal, so
that univariate functions f ∈ Cb (Z) are sufficient to fully characterize it.
The probability measure ν∞ , eq. (23), may be regarded as the solution of
the classical inference problem defined by µ. The marginals
(25)

πD ν∞ = πE ν∞ ,

are the corresponding probability measures of material states and system
outcomes, respectively.
Example 3.2 (Random trusses). Consider a truss such as defined in Example 2.1, where d = 1, we = 1, and with material behavior characterized
by the local likelihood functions
 1

(σ
−
C

)
·
(σ
−
C

)
(26)
LD,e (e , σe ) = exp − C−1
e
e e
e
e e .
2 e
We begin by parameterizing the constraint space E. Recall that m is the
number of members of the truss, Z = Rm × Rm is the phase space and
we assume n < m the number of unconstrained degrees of freedom. Let
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l = m − n and A ∈ Rm×l the matrix whose columns define a basis of
Ker(B T ). Then σ satisfies the equilibrium condition B T σ = 0 if and only if
there is v ∈ Rl such that
σ = Av.

(27)

We may thus regard v as a discrete Airy potential and A as a discrete Airy
operator. In addition, suppose that  satisfies the compatibility condition
AT  = 0 if and only if there are displacements u such that  = Bu. Then,
the constraint set E0 through the origin, corresponding to f = 0 and g = 0,
admits the representation
(28)

E0 = {(, σ) ∈ Z = Rm × Rm :  = Bu, u ∈ Rn ; σ = Av, v ∈ Rl }.

The general constraint set is then the translation
E = z0 + E0 ,

(29)

z0 = (0 , σ0 ),

0 = g,

B T σ0 = f.

If rank B = n then the dimension of Z is 2N = 2m and the dimension of E
is N = m = n + l. We may regard (u, v) ∈ Rn × Rl as a set of coordinates
parameterizing E. In this representation, the likelihood function of outcomes
takes the form
(30)

L(u, v) :=

m
Y

LD,e ((0 + Bu)e , (σ0 + Av)e )

e=1

 1

= exp − C−1 q · q ,
2

(31)

q := Av + σ0 − C(Bu + 0 ) ∈ Rm

where we write C := diag(C1 , · · · , Cm ). We assume that Z is the direct
sum of ARl and CBRn . Since B T A = 0, from the properties of Gaussian
integrals, the corresponding normalizing factor is computed as
(32)
Z Y
Z
m
q
N
T
T
LD,e (e , σe ) dH (, σ) = det(A A) det(B B)
L(u, v)dudv
Rn ×Rl

E e=1

with
Z
(33)

1
1
p
L(u, v) du dv = p
.
T
T
det(B CB/2π) det(A C−1 A/2π)
Rm

Again, from the properties of Gaussian integrals, the expected values (ū, v̄)
of the coordinates (u, v) are obtained as the unique solution of Av̄ + σ0 −
CB ū − C0 = 0 or minimizing the potential Φ = − log(L), with the result,
(34a)

ū = (B T CB)−1 B T (σ0 − C0 ),

(34b)

v̄ = (AT C−1 A)−1 AT (0 − C−1 σ0 ),

which are computed by inverting the stiffness and compliance matrices of
the truss, B T CB and AT C−1 A, respectively. The probability density of
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outcomes then follows as
q
q
T
ρ(u, v) = det(B CB/2π) det(AT C−1 A/2π)×
(35)
 1

1
exp − (B T CB)(u − ū) · (u − ū) − (AT C−1 A)(v − v̄) · (v − v̄) ,
2
2
which provides a full account of the probability of outcomes.

4. Thermalization
The concentration operation just described is a non-trivial proposition
for general measures. For instance, in the case µ = µD × µE , the problem of finding the diagonal concentration of µ is related to the problem of
intersection of measures [19, 20]. Here, for definiteness, we opt for characterizing diagonal concentration by means of a limiting procedure based on
thermalization and restrict attention to cases in which this procedure is successful. In particular, we restrict to the following three cases: (1) measures
µ that are absolutely continuous with respect to the Lebesgue measure with
a regular density, see Theorem 4.5, Section 4.2; (2) the deterministic setting
where µ = (HN D) × (HN E), see Section 2; or (3) measures µ that are a
product of an absolutely continuous measure with a deterministic measure
of the form µ = (LD L2N ) × (HN E) or µ = (HN D) × (LE L2N ), see
Theorem 4.8.
We introduce a concept of thermalization-concentration. Starting from a
general measure on Z × Z, we construct a sequence µβ which as β → ∞ suppresses the contributions away from the diagonal. We first show that, under
certain assumptions, µβ converges to a limiting measure µ∞ supported on
the diagonal subset of Z × Z, which one can of course identify with Z. We
then (in Section 5) show that this operation is, in a certain range, robust
with respect to approximation. Specifically, for sequences of measures µh
that approximates µ, we shall identify sequences (µh )βh , with βh → ∞,
which converge to the same µ∞ . We stress that the measure µ characterizes
the (practically, unknown) “true” material behavior, whereas µh are approximations that can (in principle) be obtained from sets of measurements.
4.1. Preliminaries. For every µ ∈ M(Z × Z) and β > 0, define the corresponding thermalized measure as
Z
2
−1 −βky−zk2
(36)
µβ := wβ µ, wβ (y, z) := Bβ e
, Bβ :=
e−βkξk dξ.
Z

We note that the scaling relation
 −N
β
,
(37)
Bβ = Bβ0
β0

Z
Bβ0 =

2

e−β0 kξk dξ,

Z

follows directly from one-homogeneity of the norm. Further, we consider
weak convergence of Radon measures in M(X), denoted µj * µ or µ =
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w− limj→∞ µj , to mean
Z
Z
f dµ
f dµj →
(38)

as j → ∞

for all f ∈ Cc (X)

X

X

with Cc (X) the set of continuous functions with compact support from the
metric space
X to R. For µ ∈ M(X) and f ∈ Cc (X) we also write briefly
R
µ(f ) := X f dµ.
We denote by Mb (X) := {µ ∈ M(X) : µ(X) < ∞} the set of bounded
Radon measures, and denote by the same symbol weak convergence of
bounded (or probability) measures,
Z
Z
f dµ
as j → ∞
for all f ∈ Cb (X) ,
f dµj →
(39)
X

X

with Cb (X) the set of continuous bounded functions from X to R. We clarify
from the context which convergence is intended.
Definition 4.1 (Diagonal concentration, transversality). Let µ ∈ M(Z ×Z)
be such that:
i) (Boundedness) There is β∗ ≥ 0 such that µβ ∈ Mb (Z × Z) for all
β > β∗ .
ii) (Transversality) The weak limit
µ∞ := w− lim µβ

(40)

β→+∞

exists in Mb (Z × Z) (in the sense of (39)).
Then, we call µ∞ the diagonal concentration of µ. We say that µ is transversal if it has a diagonal concentration.
Remark 4.2. If µ = µD × µE , then µ∞ can be interpreted as the intersection
µD ∩ µE . If additionally µD = f L2N and µE = gL2N , with f, g ∈ C 0 (Z),
then µ∞ = µD ∩ µE = f gL2N , in agreement with the definition given in [19,
Sect. 4.3.20] or [20, Sect. 3].
We verify that the diagonal concentration µ∞ , if it exits, is indeed supported on the diagonal.
Lemma 4.3. Let µ ∈ M(Z × Z) have a diagonal concentration µ∞ . Then,
supp(µ∞ ) ⊆ diag(Z × Z).
Proof. Fix any compact set K ⊂ (Z ×Z)\diag(Z ×Z) with µ∞ (∂K) = 0 and
let δ := dist(K, diag(Z × Z)) = min{|||(y, z) − (w, w)||| : (y, z) ∈ K, w ∈ Z}.
Then ky − zk ≥ δ for all (y, z) ∈ K, and we compute,
Z
2
2
(41)
µβ (K) =
B1−1 β N e−βky−zk dµ(y, z) ≤ B1−1 β N e−βδ µ(K).
K

Since µ∞ (∂K) = 0, we have
(42)

2

µ∞ (K) = lim µβ (K) ≤ lim B1−1 β N e−βδ µ(K) = 0.
β→+∞

β→+∞
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The set (Z × Z) \ diag(Z × Z) can be covered by countably many such sets
K, and since µ∞ is a Radon measure, µ∞ (Z × Z \ diag(Z × Z)) = 0.

We also note that for purposes of characterizing µ∞ it suffices to consider
univariate test functions.
Lemma 4.4. Assume that µ has a diagonal concentration µ∞ , and assume
that ν ∈ Mb (Z × Z) is such that ν(Z × Z \ diag(Z × Z)) = 0 and that
Z
Z
(43)
f (y)dν(y, z) =
f (y)dµ∞ (y, z) for all f ∈ Cb (Z).
Z×Z

Z×Z

Then µ∞ = ν.
Proof. Fix any g ∈ Cb (Z × Z). By ν(Z × Z \ diag(Z × Z)) = 0, it follows
that g(y, z) = g(y, y) for ν-almost every (y, z) ∈ Z × Z. By Lemma 4.3, the
same holds for µ∞ . Using (43) with f (y) := g(y, y), f ∈ Cb (Z) leads to
(44)
Z

Z
g(y, z)dν(y, z) =

g(y, y)dν(y, z)
Z×Z

Z×Z

Z

Z
g(y, y)dµ∞ (y, z) =

=
Z×Z

g(y, z)dµ∞ (y, z),
Z×Z

which concludes the proof.



4.2. Stochastic Loading. The following theorem provides an example of
transversality in the simple case in which µ is absolutely continuous with
respect to the Lebesgue measure. For λ > 0 consider the linear change of
variables Sλ : Z × Z → Z × Z given by
ξ + η ξ − η 
√ λ, √ λ .
(45)
(y, z) = Sλ (ξ, η) :=
2
2
This mapping can be inverted to give
(46)

(ξ, η) = Sλ−1 (y, z) =

y + z y − z 
√ ,λ √
.
2
2

For β0 > 0, we further introduce the notation
(47)

2

w̄β0 (η) := Bβ−1
e−2β0 kηk .
0

Theorem 4.5. Let Z = R2N and µ ∈ M(Z × Z). Assume:
i) (Regularity) µ = L L2N × L2N , L ∈ L1loc (Z × Z) non-negative.
ii) (Continuity) There exists a function L̂ : Z → R such that the pointwise limit




ξ
(48)
L̂ √
= lim L Sλ (ξ, η) ,
λ→+∞
2
holds for L4N -a. e. (ξ, η) ∈ Z × Z.
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iii) (Equi-integrability) There is a function g ∈ L1 (Z × Z), λ0 > 0 and
β0 > 0 such that
w̄β0 (η)L (Sλ (ξ, η)) ≤ g(ξ, η)

(49)

for L4N -a. e. (ξ, η) ∈ Z × Z, and for all λ ≥ λ0 .
Then, the weak limit µ∞ of µβ as β → +∞ exists in Mb (Z × Z) (in the
sense of (39)) and
Z
f (ξ, ξ) L̂(ξ) dξ,
(50)
µ∞ (f ) =
Z

for all f ∈ Cb (Z × Z).
In other words, the conditions of Theorem 4.5 guarantee that the measure
µ has a diagonal concentration according to Definition 4.1. The theorem also
implies that the diagonal limit L̂(ξ) is integrable.
Proof. By (i), for every f ∈ Cc (Z × Z) and λ > 0 we have
Z
2
µβ (f ) =
f (y, z)Bβ−1 e−βky−zk L(y, z) dy dz
ZZ×Z 



−2
2
=
f Sλ (ξ, η) Bβ−1 e−2βλ kηk L Sλ (ξ, η) λ−2N dξ dη ,
Z×Z

p
using the change of variables (45). Let λ = β/β0 , with β0 > 0 as in (iii).
With (47) and (37) we obtain
Z




µβ (f ) =
f Sλ (ξ, η) w̄β0 (η)L Sλ (ξ, η) dξ dη.
(51)
Z×Z

By (iii), if β ≥ β∗ := β0 λ20 then µβ ∈ Mb (Z ×Z) and the same representation
holds for any f ∈ Cb (Z × Z). By (ii-iii) and the dominated convergence
theorem,
Z
 ξ 
 ξ
ξ 
(52)
lim µβ (f ) =
f √ , √ w̄β0 (η)L̂ √ dξ dη.
β→+∞
2 2
2
Z×Z
Finally, by (iii) and Fubini’s theorem,
Z 
ξ
ξ   ξ 
(53)
lim µβ (f ) =
f √ , √ L̂ √ 2−N dξ =: µ∞ (f ).
β→+∞
2 2
2
Z
√
for any f ∈ Cb (Z × Z). The change of variables ξ¯ := ξ/ 2 leads to (50).



The following example further illustrates the transversality property of
Definition 4.1.
Example 4.6 (Sliding Gaussians). With y = (y1 , y2 ) ∈ RN × RN = Z and
z = (z1 , z2 ) ∈ RN × RN = Z, let
(54)

1

2

LD (y) := e− 2 |a1 y1 +a2 y2 |N ,

1

2

LE (z) := e− 2 |b1 z1 +b2 z2 |N ,
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with a1 , a2 , b1 , b2 ∈ R, a21 + a22 > 0 and b21 + b22 > 0, and | · |n the Euclidean norm in Rn for n = 2, N . We note that LD is constant on the N dimensional affine subspaces {a1 y1 + a2 y2 = constant} and is an (unnormalized) Gaussian on the complementary N -dimensional subspaces {(y1 , y2 ) =
(a1 v, a2 v), v ∈ RN }. Likewise, LE is constant on the N -dimensional affine
subspaces {b1 z1 +b2 z2 = constant} and is an (unnormalized) Gaussian on the
complementary N -dimensional subspaces {(z1 , z2 ) = (b1 w, b2 w), w ∈ RN }.
Thus, µ = LD (y)LE (z) L2N × L2N is a non-negative Radon measure with
density in L1loc (Z × Z), but it is not finite. Condition ii) in Theorem 4.5
follows immediately from continuity of LD and LE , and for ξ = (ξ1 , ξ2 ) ∈
RN × RN we obtain
(55)

1
ξ
ξ
ξ
L̂( √ ) = LD ( √ )LE ( √ ) = e− 4 hξ,Qξi ,
2
2
2

with Q ∈ R2N ×2N given by

(a21 + b21 )IN
Q :=
(a1 a2 + b1 b2 )IN

(a1 a2 + b1 b2 )IN
(a22 + b22 )IN


.

Then, indeed, hξ, Qξi = |a1 ξ1 +a2 ξ2 |2N +|b1 ξ1 +b2 ξ2 |2N . Suppose, specifically,
that
(56)

b1 = a1 cos θ − a2 sin θ,

b2 = a1 sin θ + a2 cos θ,

i. e., µD is rotated from µE by an angle θ. Then, the eigenvalues of Q follow
as
(57)

λmin = |a|22 (1 − | cos θ|),

λmax = |a|22 (1 + | cos θ|),

with multiplicity N . Evidently, λmax > 0 for all θ. In addition, λmin > 0,
and L̂ is integrable, if θ 6∈ πZ, i. e., if µD and µE are transverse. Else,
λmin = 0, and L̂ is not integrable, if θ ∈ πZ, i. e., if µD and µE are aligned.
We finally check that this example fulfills the assumptions of Theorem 4.5.
We already checked conditions (i) and (ii). In order to prove condition (iii),
we choose λ0 = 1, β0 = (|a|22 + |b|22 )/4, and observe that
(58)
2

w̄β0 (η)L(Sλ (ξ, η)) =Bβ−1
e−2β0 |η|2N
0
1

× e− 4 |a1 ξ1 +a2 ξ2 +

a1 η1 +a2 η2 2
b η +b η
|N − 14 |b1 ξ1 +b2 ξ2 − 1 1 λ 2 2 |2N
λ

.

Using that for any x, y ∈ RN one has |x + y|2N ≥ 12 |x|2N − |y|2N , we estimate
(59)

1
a1 η1 + a2 η2 2
1
1
|a1 ξ1 + a2 ξ2 +
|N ≥ |a1 ξ1 + a2 ξ2 |2N − 2 |a|22 |η|22N
4
λ
8
4λ

and the same for the second term. Using λ2 ≥ 1, this implies
(60)
2

1

2

1

2

w̄β0 (η)L(Sλ (ξ, η)) ≤Bβ−1
e−β0 |η|2N − 8 |a1 ξ1 +a2 ξ2 |N − 8 |b1 ξ1 +b2 ξ2 |N =: g(ξ, η).
0
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If the vectors a and b are linearly independent (as elements of R2 ) the righthand side is integrable and (iii) holds.

Applying µβ * µ∞ in Mb (Z × Z) to the test function f ≡ 1 we see that
the total variation passes to the limit.
Corollary 4.7. Under the assumptions of Theorem 4.5, we have
lim |µβ | = |µ∞ |.

(61)

β→+∞

From Theorem 4.5 and Corollary 4.7 we immediately obtain convergence
of expectations, i. e.,
(62)

E∞ [f ] =

µβ (f )
µ∞ (f )
= lim
= lim Eβ [f ],
β→+∞ |µβ |
β→+∞
|µ∞ |

for every function f ∈ Cb (Z × Z).
4.3. Deterministic Loading. The case of deterministic loading is also of
interest, making the link to the deterministic DD formulation discussed in
Section 2.
Theorem 4.8. Let Z = R2N , E an affine subspace of Z of dimension N ,
E0 the translate of E through the origin, E0⊥ the orthogonal complement of
E0 and µ ∈ M(Z × Z). Assume:
i) (Regularity) µ = (LD L2N ) × (HN
ii) (Continuity) The pointwise limit

E), LD ∈ L1loc (Z) non-negative.


η
LD (ξ) = lim LD ξ +
,
λ→+∞
λ

(63)

holds for HN -a. e. ξ ∈ E and HN -a. e. η ∈ E0⊥ .
iii) (Equi-integrability) There is a function g ∈ L1 (E × E0⊥ × E0 ; H3N ),
λ0 > 0 and β0 > 0 such that

η
2
2
(64)
e−β0 (kηk +kζk ) LD ξ +
≤ g(ξ, η, ζ)
λ
for all λ ≥ λ0 .
Then, the weak limit µ∞ of µβ as β → +∞ exists in Mb (Z × Z) (in the
sense of (39)) and
Z
(65)
µ∞ (f ) =
f (ξ, ξ) LD (ξ) dHN (ξ),
E

for all f ∈ Cb (Z × Z).
In other words, we find that µ∞ = LD HN (E, E), where (E, E) :=
{(z, z) : z ∈ E}, also see Fig. 2a. Note that the same argument can be
applied to measures of the form µ = (HN D) × (LE L2N ).
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Proof. By (i), we have, for every f ∈ Cc (Z × Z),
Z
2
f (y, z)Bβ−1 e−βky−zk LD (y) dy dHN (z).
(66)
µβ (f ) =
Z×E

With the aid of the orthogonal projection PE from Z onto E, (66) can be
rewritten as
Z
2
2
(67) µβ (f ) =
f (y, z)Bβ−1 e−βky−PE yk e−βkPE y−zk LD (y) dy dHN (z).
Z×E

Every y ∈ Z can be uniquely represented as y = ξ + η, ξ = PE y ∈ E,
η = y−PE y ∈ E0⊥ . Once this is fixed, any z ∈ E can be uniquely represented
as z = ξ −ζ for a unique ζ ∈ E0 . With this change of variables, (67) becomes
(68)
Z
µβ (f ) =

2

E×E0⊥ ×E0

2

f (ξ + η, ξ − ζ)Bβ−1 e−βkηk e−βkζk

× LD (ξ + η) dHN (ξ) dHN (η) dHN (ζ).
Let β0 be as in (iii), and λ =

p

β/β0 . Scaling η and ζ by λ we have

(69)
ζ
η
2
2
, ξ − )Bβ−1
e−β0 kηk e−β0 kζk
0
λ
λ
E×E0⊥ ×E0
η
× LD (ξ + ) dHN (ξ) dHN (η) dHN (ζ).
λ
By (iii), if λ ≥ λ0 (which is the same as β ≥ β∗ := β0 λ20 ) then µβ ∈
Mb (Z × Z) and the same representation holds for every f ∈ Cb (Z × Z).
In view of (ii-iii), we can pass to the limit by Lebesgue dominated convergence, with the result
Z
2
2
lim µβ (f ) =
f (ξ, ξ)Bβ−1
e−β0 kηk e−β0 kζk
0
E×E0⊥ ×E0
(70) β→+∞
× LD (ξ) dHN (ξ) dHN (η) dHN (ζ).
Z

µβ (f ) =

f (ξ +

By (iii) and Fubini’s theorem, an evaluation of the integrals with respect to
η and ζ finally gives
Z
(71)
lim µβ (f ) =
f (ξ, ξ)LD (ξ) dHN (ξ) =: µ∞ (f ).
β→+∞

E


Again, applying Theorem 4.8 to the test function f ≡ 1, the total variation
passes to the limit.
Corollary 4.9. Under the assumptions of Theorem 4.8, we have
(72)

lim |µβ | = |µ∞ |.

β→+∞

As before, from Theorem 4.8 and Corollary 4.9 we obtain convergence of
expectations in the sense of (62).
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4.4. Connection with the Kullback-Leibler divergence. The term
‘thermalization’ referring to µβ may be motivated and justified by the following connection to the Kullback-Leibler divergence, which is known as the
relative entropy in the analysis of partial differential equations. Consider
fixed choices of µ ∈ M(Z × Z) and β > 0 such that µβ ∈ Mb (Z × Z). Then
define the functional Gβ : Mb (Z × Z) → (−∞, +∞] as the Kullback-Leibler
divergence of ν with respect to µβ ,
Z
 dν 
log
Gβ (ν) :=
(73)
dν − |ν| + |µβ |
dµβ
Z×Z
 dν 
∈ L1 (Z × Z, ν), and Gβ (ν) = +∞ otherwise. If
if ν  µβ and log
dµβ
 dν 
also log
is integrable, the expression above can be rewritten as
dµ
(74)
Z
β

2

Z

ky − zk dν(y, z) +
Z×Z

log
Z×Z

 dν 
dµ

dν + (log Bβ − 1)|ν| + |µβ |.

This combines the Kullback-Leibler divergence of ν with respect to µ with
an energy term βky − zk2 . We recall that the Donsker-Varadhan variational
formula [21] gives the representation
(75)
Z
Z

Gβ (ν) = |µβ |+ sup
f (y, z) dν(y, z)−|ν| log
ef (y,z) dµβ (y, z) ,
f ∈Cb (Z×Z)

Z×Z

Z×Z

with the supremum taken alternatively over all bounded measurable functions.
Remark 4.10. The Kullback-Leibler divergence of ν with respect to µ is
usually defined for bounded measures only. This notion can be extended to
unbounded µ ∈ M(Z × Z) as long Ras there exists someR measurable function
W : Z × Z → [0, ∞) such that Z×Z e−W dµ and Z×Z W dν are finite,
see [22, Chapter 3]. In other words, G0 is well-defined on bounded Radon
measures with finite second moment as long as µβ ∈ Mb (Z × Z) for some
β > 0.
The main properties of the functionals Gβ are collected in the following
result.
Proposition 4.11. Let Z = RN × RN and µ ⊂ M(Z × Z) and β > 0. Then
i) Gβ is weakly lower-semicontinuous in Mb (Z × Z).
ii) Gβ is weakly coercive in Mb (Z × Z).
iii) The thermalized measure µβ is the unique minimizer of Gβ .
Proof. i) follows directly from the representation (75).
ii) The weak coercivity of Gβ in M(Z × Z) follows directly from the weak
coercivity of the Kullback-Leibler divergence.
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iii) Consider the function h : [0, ∞) → RR defined by h(x) = x log(x)−x+1
if x > 0 and h(0) = 1. Then Gβ (ν) = Z×Z h(dν/dµβ ) dµβ . Uniqueness
of minimizers follows from strict convexity of Gβ , which is a consequence
of h being strictly convex. As h has a unique minimum at x = 1, by
Jensen’s inequality, the unique minimizer satisfies h(dν/dµβ ) = 1 µβ -almost
everywhere, which, since ν  µβ , is the same as ν = µβ .

Observation iii) in Proposition 4.11 provides an interpretation of µβ as
an entropy regularized distribution, where the effect of β appears via the
entropy spreading out the distribution µβ .
5. Approximation
Suppose now that the material behavior, geometry and loading are not
known exactly, but only approximately through a sequence (µh ) of measures converging to µ in M(Z × Z) in some appropriate sense. It would
then be natural to seek conditions under which the corresponding diagonal
concentrations (µh,∞ ) converge to µ∞ weakly in Mb (Z × Z). However, a
first challenge that impedes this program is that the diagonal concentrations (µh,∞ ) may not exist or be degenerate. For instance, suppose that the
approximating measures are discrete and of the form
(76)

µh =

∞
X

ch,i δ(yh,i ,zh,i ) ,

ch,i > 0,

(yh,i , zh,i ) ∈ Z × Z,

i=1

e. g., resulting from empirical observation. In this case, the diagonal concentrations (µh,∞ ) are indeed likely to vanish generically. We overcome this
difficulty by thermalizing the approximating measures (µh ) in order to define
an intermediate sequence (µh,βh ), with βh → +∞. By carefully choosing the
quenching sequence (βh ), we may expect to achieve the desired limit
(77)

µ∞ = w− lim µh,βh ,
h→∞

in Mb (Z × Z) in the sense of (39).
In this section, we endeavor to ascertain conditions under which the limit
(77) is indeed attained. We begin by noting that (77) follows if
(78)

µ∞ = w− lim µβh ,
h→∞

and, simultaneously,
(79)

w− lim (µh,βh − µβh ) = 0,
h→∞

in Mb (Z × Z). Eq. (78) expresses the thermalization limit analyzed in Section 4. Conditions ensuring the convergence are provided by Theorems 4.5
and 4.8. In the remainder of this section, we therefore turn attention to
limit (79).
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5.1. Random loading. We expect convergence to place restrictions on the
rate at which the quenching schedule (βh ) diverges to infinity. The following
theorem puts forth conditions ensuring convergence in the case of measures
µ absolutely continuous with respect to the Lebesgue measure.
Theorem 5.1. Let Z = R2N and µ ∈ M(Z × Z) and suppose that the
assumptions of Theorem 4.5 hold. Let (µh ) be a sequence of measures in
M(Z × Z). Assume, additionally, that:
iv) For every h ∈ N, there is a Borel transport map Th : Z × Z → Z × Z
such that
µh = Th #µ.

(80)

v) There is a sequence p
(βh ) of positive numbers diverging to +∞ such
that, setting λh := βh /β0 with β0 as in (iii), for every (ξ, η) ∈
Z × Z one has


ξ
ξ
(81)
lim Th ◦ Sλh (ξ, η) = √ , √
h→∞
2 2
and
lim ηh0 (ξ, η) = η

(82)

h→∞

where we write
(83)

(ξh0 (ξ, η), ηh0 (ξ, η)) := Sλ−1
◦ Th ◦ Sλh (ξ, η).
h

vi) There is a function g ∈ L1 (Z × Z) and h0 ∈ N such that for every
h ≥ h0 and every (ξ, η) ∈ Z × Z


(84)
w̄β0 (η) + w̄β0 (ηh0 (ξ, η)) L(Sλh (ξ, η)) ≤ g(ξ, η).
Then,
(85)

w− lim (µh,βh − µβh ) = 0
h→∞

in Mb (Z × Z) (in the sense of (39)).
We recall that (80) means that µh (A) = µ(Th−1 (A)) for any Borel set
A ⊂ Z × Z or, equivalently, µh (f ) = µ(f ◦ Th ) for all f ∈ Cc (Z × Z). Also
note that Assumption vi) above implies Assumption iii) from Theorem 4.5
along the sequence λh .
We illustrate with the following example how conditions (81) and (82) can
be verified in practice, and refer to Figure 3 for a geometrical interpretation.
Example 5.2 (Uniform grid). Assume that Th is the projection onto δh Z4N
(which is a componentwise operation), for some sequence δh → 0. We denote
by p the projection of R2N onto Z2N , defined componentwise by pi (y) :=
byi + 12 c, so that Th (y, z) = (δh p(δh−1 y), δh p(δh−1 z)). Then
(86)

Th (Sλh (ξ, η)) = (δh p(δh−1

ξ + λ−1
η
ξ − λ−1 η
√ h ), δh p(δh−1 √ h )) =: (yh0 , zh0 ).
2
2
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z
D

ξ

A
B

η

C

y

Figure 3. Sketch of the points appearing in (81)–(83). The
point A is S1 (ξ, η). The mapping Sλ ◦ S1−1 makes it closer
to the diagonal, bringing it to B := Sλ (ξ, η). The map Th
projects it onto the grid, leading to C := Th (B). Finally,
D := S1 (Sλ−1 (C)) is again farther away from the diagonal
(in this picture λ = 6). Condition (81) states that C is close
to the diagonal for large h, condition (82) that D is close to
A, at least in the η-projection (which is the critical one for
diagonal concentration
).
From λh → ∞ and δh → 0 we obtain (81). Further,
#
"
−1
−1
yh0 − zh0
λh δh
−1 ξ − λh η
−1 ξ + λh η
0
√
√
(87) ηh (ξ, η) = λh √
= √
) − p(δh
)
p(δh
2
2
2
2
so that (82) is equivalent to λh δh → 0. This places a restriction on the rate
at which the quenching schedule βh = β0 λ2h diverges depending on the rate
of decay of the fineness of the discretization δh .
Proof of Theorem 5.1. Let f ∈ Cc (Z × Z). By iv), we have µh,βh (f ) =
µh (wβh f ) = µ((wβh f ) ◦ Th ), so that
(88)

µh,βh (f ) − µβh (f ) =
Z


f (Th (y, z)) wβh (Th (y, z)) − f (y, z) wβh (y, z) L(y, z) dy dz.
Z×Z

Changing variables as in (45), we obtain
(89)
µh,βh (f ) − µβh (f ) =
Z

f (Th ◦ Sλh (ξ, η)) wβh (Th ◦ Sλh (ξ, η))−
Z×Z

f (Sλh (ξ, η)) wβh (Sλh (ξ, η)) L(Sλh (ξ, η)) λ−2N
dξ dη.
h
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Since λh =

p

(90)

βh /β0 with β0 given by iii) in Theorem 4.5, we have
2

λ−2N
wβh (Sλh (ξ, η)) = Bβ−1
e−2β0 kηk = w̄β0 (η),
h
0

and the same for (ξ, η) replaced with (ξh0 , ηh0 ). We recall that (83) implies
Th ◦ Sλh (ξ, η) = Sλh (ξh0 , ηh0 ). Therefore
(91)
µh,βh (f ) − µβh (f )
Z


=
f (Th ◦ Sλh (ξ, η)) w̄β0 (ηh0 ) − f (Sλh (ξ, η)) w̄β0 (η) L(Sλh (ξ, η)) dξ dη.
Z×Z

Analogously
(92)
µh,βh (f ) + µβh (f )
Z


=
f (Th ◦ Sλh (ξ, η)) w̄β0 (η 0 ) + f (Sλh (ξ, η)) w̄β0 (η) L(Sλh (ξ, η)) dξ dη.
Z×Z

By assumption vi), for h ≥ h0 the integrand is bounded by (sup |f |)g(ξ, η),
therefore µh,βh and µβh are in Mb (Z × Z) and these formulas hold for all
f ∈ Cb (Z × Z).
To conclude the proof we need to show that (91) converges to zero.
By assumption ii) from Theorem 4.5, for almost every (ξ, η) the sequence
L(Sλh (ξ, η)) converges. By continuity of w̄β0 and (82) in assumption v),
w̄β0 (η 0 ) → w̄β0 (η). By continuity of f and (81) in√assumption
v), both
√
f (Th ◦ Sλh (ξ, η)) and f (Sλh (ξ, η)) converge to f (ξ/ 2, ξ/ 2). Therefore,
the integrand in the right-hand side converges pointwise to zero. Since f
and w̄β0 are bounded, using vi) and dominated convergence, we obtain
(93)

lim (µh,βh (f ) − µβh (f )) = 0

h→0

which concludes the proof.



We expect condition vi) of Theorem 5.1 to place restrictions on the rate at
which the quenching schedule (βh ) diverges depending on the rate of decay
of the likelihood function away from diag(Z × Z). The following example
illustrates the convergence conditions (v-vi) of Theorem 5.1.
Example 5.3 (Shifting error). Suppose that µ = L L2N × L2N satisfies the
conditions of Theorem 4.5 and µh = Lh L2N × L2N contains errors with
respect to L by a shift (uh , vh ) ∈ Z × Z, i. e.,
(94)

Lh (y, z) = L(y − uh , z − vh ).

In this case,
(95)

Th (y, z) = (y, z) + (uh , vh ),
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which translates L by (uh , vh ). Condition (81) in v) of Theorem 5.1 requires
that
ξ + η

ξ− η
ξ
ξ
√ λh + uh , √ λh + vh = ( √ , √ ),
(96) lim Th ◦ Sλh (ξ, η) = lim
h→∞
h→∞
2
2
2 2
and, therefore, that
lim (uh , vh ) = (0, 0).

(97)

h→∞

In addition, we compute
(98)

(ξh0 , ηh0 )

=

Sλ−1
◦Th ◦Sλh (ξ, η)
h



uh + vh
√
= ξ+
2





, η +λh

uh − vh
√
2



.

Therefore condition (82) requires
lim ηh0 = η + lim λh

(99)

h→∞

h→∞

uh − vh
√
=η
2

or, equivalently, that
lim λh (uh − vh ) = 0.

(100)

h→∞

It remains to check the uniform integrability condition vi). Assume that the
function ĝ : Z → [0, ∞],


ξ+η ξ−η
(101)
ĝ(ξ) := sup L √ , √
2
2
η∈Z
is integrable (also see Remark 5.4 below). We obtain, writing briefly η 0 for
ηh0 (ξ, η),




(102)
wβ0 (η) + wβ0 (η 0 ) L(Sλ (ξ, η)) ≤ wβ0 (η) + wβ0 (η 0 ) ĝ(ξ).
From (98), we have



uh − vh
√
kηk = kη − λh
k2 ≤ 2kη 0 k2 + kλh (uh − vh ) k2 ,
2
where by (100) the last term decreases to zero uniformly with h, and so
2
can be bounded by 2. and therefore wβ0 (η 0 ) ≤ Bβ−1
e−β0 kηk +2β0 , which is
0
integrable over Z. Then the function
2

(103)

0

2 +2β

g(ξ, η) := 2Bβ−1
e−β0 kηk
0

0

ĝ(ξ)

is integrable over Z × Z and shows that condition (vi) of Theorem 5.1 is
satisfied. Evidently, (100) places a restriction on the quenching schedule
(βh ), which should diverge to +∞ slower than kuh − vh k−2 .

Remark 5.4. We remark that integrability of ĝ as defined in (101) is related
to, but different from, integrability of L (which corresponds to the fact
2
that µ is a bounded measure). For example, La (y, z) = e−ky+zk is not
2
integrable, but ĝa (ξ) = e−2kξk is integrable. More generally, if L(S1 (ξ, η)) =
Lξ (ξ)Lη (η), with Lξ integrable and nonzero, then L is integrable if and only
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if Lη is. On the other hand, boundedness of Lη suffices to ensure integrability
of ĝ.
5.2. Approximation by discrete empirical measures. Suppose that
the approximating measure µh is of the form (76). In this case, for every
f ∈ Cb (Z × Z), we have
(104)

µh,βh (f ) =

∞
X

2

f (yh,i , zh,i )ch,i Bβ−1
e−βh kyh,i −zh,i k .
h

i=1

The corresponding total variation is
∞
X
2
(105)
|µh,βh | =
ch,i Bβ−1
e−βh kyh,i −zh,i k ,
h
i=1

and the approximate expectation follows as
P∞
−1 −βh kyh,i −zh,i k2
i=1 f (yh,i , zh,i )ch,i Bβh e
.
(106)
Eh,βh [f ] =
P∞
−1 −βh kyh,i −zh,i k2
i=1 ch,i Bβh e
It bears emphasis that these approximate expectations are explicit in the
data and involve no intermediate modeling step.
Theorem 5.1 supplies sufficient conditions for the approximate expectations (106) to converge in the sense
(107)

lim Eh,βh [f ] = E∞ [f ]

h→∞

∀f ∈ Cb (Z × Z) .

In order to verify the assumptions of Theorem 5.1, we begin by noting that
the discrete empirical measure (76) can be expressed in the form (80) by
introducing a Borel transport map taking discrete values Th : Z × Z → Dh ,
with Dh = {(yh,i , zh,i )}∞
i=1 , and setting
Z
−1
ch,i := µh (Ah,i ) =
L(y, z)dydz.
(108)
Ah,i := Th (yh,i , zh,i ),
Ah,i

We assume that the sets (Ah,i )i∈N are Borel and constitute a partition of
Z × Z. We also assume that the approximation becomes asymptotically
finer, in a sense that will be made precise below in (116), and that the
limiting measure µ = LL4N obeys the integrability property (118). We in
particular assume that ch,i < ∞, which is guaranteed if each Ah,i is bounded.
In addition, we define the displacement (uh (y, z), vh (y, z)) that takes (y, z)
to Dh by
(109)

(uh (y, z), vh (y, z)) := Th (y, z) − (y, z).

Proceeding as in Example 5.3, we obtain
ξ + η ξ − η 
√ λh , √ λh
Th ◦ Sλh (ξ, η) =
2
2
!
(110)
η
η 
ξ +
ξ + η ξ − η 
λh ξ − λh
λh
λh
+ uh √ , √
, vh √ , √
,
2
2
2
2
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and assumption (81) of Theorem 5.1 is satisfied if
ξ + η ξ − η 
ξ + η ξ − η 
λh
λh
λ
λ
(111)
lim uh √ , √
= 0, lim vh √ h , √ h = 0,
h→∞
h→∞
2
2
2
2
for any (ξ, η) ∈ Z × Z. In addition, proceeding as in Example 5.3, we
compute
ξ + η ξ − η 
ξ + η ξ − η 
λh
λh
λh
λ
λ
0
(112)
kη − ηk = √ uh √ , √
− vh √ h , √ h
,
2
2
2
2
2
so that (82) places restrictions on the quenching schedule (βh ).
In order to make these conditions more explicit, assume that the cells
Ah,i contain the corresponding points (yh,i , zh,i ), and denote by δh (y, z) the
diameter of the cell Ah,i containing (y, z). Then, we have
!
ξ + ληh ξ − ληh
√ , √
≤ δh (Sλh (ξ, η)) ,
(113)
(uh , vh )
2
2
and (111) follows if
(114)

lim δh (Sλh (ξ, η)) = 0

h→∞

pointwise in ξ and η. This condition requires, in particular, that δh (ξ, ξ) →
0, i. e., that the point set become infinitely dense in the limit on diag(Z ×Z),
and, for given (βh ) it places restrictions on how sparse the point-data density
can be away from diag(Z × Z), i. e., as y and z become decorrelated. In
addition, from (112) we have
√
(115)
kη 0 − ηk ≤ 2λh δh (Sλh (ξ, η)),
so that the condition
(116)

lim λh δh (Sλh (ξ, η)) = 0

h→∞

ensures that both (81) and (82) are satisfied. It remains to check (vi). We
proceed as above and define ĝ : Z → [0, ∞] by


ξ+η ξ−η
(117)
ĝ(ξ) := sup L √ , √
.
2
2
η∈Z
We assume integrability,
(118)

ĝ ∈ L1 (Z × Z).

In order to ensure that g obeys the bound (84), we assume that (116) holds
uniformly, in the sense that
(119)

lim λh sup δh (y, z) = 0.

h→∞

y,z

Then there is h0 ∈ N such that λh ≥ 1 and
1
∀h ≥ h0 , ∀(ξ, η) .
|λh δh (Sλh (ξ, η))| ≤ √
2
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y
E0⊥

E

η/λ

E0

ξ
z

ζ/λ

Figure 4. Sketch of the change of variables in (121)-(122).
By (115) this implies kη 0 −ηk ≤ 1. The rest of the argument is as in Example
5.3: we define
(120)

2 +2β
0

g(ξ, η) := 2Bβ−1
e−β0 kηk
0

ĝ(ξ),

and observe that (118) implies g ∈ L1 (Z × Z). The proof of (84) is the same
√
as in (102). We stress that the assumption (119) requires, in particular, βh
to diverge more slowly than 1/δh .
5.3. Deterministic loading. The case of deterministic loading is amenable
to further simplification. Let Z = R2N . For a given affine subspace E of Z
of dimension N , with E0 the translate of E through the origin and E0⊥ the
orthogonal complement of E0 , we introduce the mapping Sλ : E×E0⊥ ×E0 →
Z ×E

ζ
η
,
(121)
(y, z) = Sλ (ξ, η, ζ) := ξ + , ξ −
λ
λ
for shorthand. This mapping can be inverted to give


(122)
(ξ, η, ζ) = Sλ−1 (y, z) = PE y, λ (y − PE y), λ (PE y − z) ,
with (y, z) ∈ Z × E and PE the orthogonal projection of Z onto E, see
Figure 4.
Theorem 5.5. Suppose that the assumptions of Theorem 4.8 hold. Let
(µD,h ) be a sequence of measures in M(Z), and µh := µD,h × (HN E) ∈
M(Z × Z). Assume, additionally, that:
iv) For every h ∈ N, there is a Borel transport map TD,h : Z → Z such
that
µD,h = TD,h #µD ,

(123)

where µD = LD L2N . We write Th (y, z) = (TD,h (y), z).
v) For every (ξ, η, ζ) ∈ E × E0⊥ × E0 ,
(124)

lim Sλ−1
◦ Th ◦ Sλh (ξ, η, ζ) = (ξ, η, ζ) .
h

h→∞
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vi) There is a sequence (βh ) of positive numbers diverging to +∞ and
g ∈ L1 (E × E0⊥ × E0 ; H3N ) such that for h ≥ h0




η
0
0
ŵβ0 (η, ζ) + ŵβ0 (ηh , ζh ) LD ξ +
(125)
≤ g(ξ, η, ζ),
λh
p
where we write λh := βh /β0 , with β0 as in (iii), and
(ξh0 , ηh0 , ζh0 ) := Sλ−1
◦ Th ◦ Sλh (ξ, η, ζ)
h

(126)

(depending implicitly on ξ, η, ζ) and, for (η, ζ) ∈ E0⊥ × E0 = Z,
2 −β

ŵβ0 (η, ζ) := Bβ−1
e−β0 kηk
0

(127)

2
0 kζk

.

Then,
w− lim(µh,βh − µβh ) = 0

(128)

h→∞

in Mb (Z × Z) (in the sense of (39)).
Proof. Let f ∈ Cc (Z × Z). By (iv), we have
(129)
µh,βh (f ) − µβh (f ) =
Z


f (Th (y, z)) wβh (Th (y, z)) − f (y, z) wβh (y, z) LD (y) dy dHN (z).
Z×E

Changing variables as in (121), we obtain
(130)
µh,βh (f ) − µβh (f ) =
Z

f (Th ◦ Sλh (ξ, η, ζ)) wβh (Th ◦ Sλh (ξ, η, ζ))−
E×E0⊥ ×E0




η
dHN (ξ) dHN (η) dHN (ζ).
λ−2N
f (Sλh (ξ, η, ζ)) wβh (Sλh (ξ, η, ζ)) LD ξ +
h
λh
p
Using that λh = βh /β0 with β0 as in iii), then
2

2

λ−2N
wβh (Sλh (ξ, η, ζ)) = Bβ−1
e−β0 kηk e−β0 kζk =: ŵβ0 (η, ζ),
h
0
and, therefore,
(131)
µh,βh (f ) − µβh (f ) =
Z

f (Th ◦ Sλh (ξ, η, ζ)) ŵβ0 (ηh0 , ζh0 )−
E×E0⊥ ×E0




η
f (Sλh (ξ, η, ζ)) ŵβ0 (η, ζ) LD ξ +
dHN (ξ) dHN (η) dHN (ζ).
λh
As in the proof of Theorem 5.1, a similar computation and (vi) ensure that
µh,βh and µβh are bounded measures for h ≥ h0 , and so (131) holds for all
f ∈ Cb (Z × Z). Further, by assumptions (ii) and (v), the integrand in the
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right-hand side converges pointwise to zero and the claim follows from (iii),
(vi) and Lebesgue’s dominated convergence theorem.

5.4. Approximation of the material likelihood by discrete empirical
measures. Suppose that the material likelihood measure µD ∈ M(Z) is
approximated by discrete empirical measures of the form
∞
X
(132)
µD,h =
ch,i δyh,i , ch,i ≥ 0, yh,i ∈ Z,
i=1

where (yh,i ) a point data sets, possibly finite, and ch,i is the likelihood of
data point yh,i . Consider the measure µh = µD,h × (HN E). From (132),
the approximate likelihood of outcomes of a univariate quantity of interest
f ∈ Cc (Z) evaluates to
Z
Z
∞
X
2
(133)
f (z) dµh,βh (y, z) =
ch,i
f (z)Bβ−1
e−βh kyh,i −zk dHN (z).
h
Z×Z

E

i=1

This expression may be simplified by recourse to the closest-point projection
PE from Z onto E. Denoting
zh,i := PE (yh,i ) ∈ E,

(134)

for all points in the material data set and decomposing the vectors (yh,i − z)
into normal and parallel components with respect to E, (133) reduces to
Z
f (z)dµh,βh (y, z) =
(135)

Z×Z
∞
X

2
ch,i Bβ−1
e−βh kyh,i −zh,i k
h

Z


2
f (z)e−βh kz−zh,i k dHN (z) .

E

i=1

Let E0 be the translate of E through the origin. Then,
(136)
Z
Z
2
2
f (zh,i + ξ)e−βh kξk dHN (ξ) = Cβh fh,i ,
f (z)e−βh kz−zh,i k dHN (z) =
E

E0

with
(137)
fh,i :=

Cβ−1
h

Z
f (zh,i + ξ)e

−βh kξk2

N

dH (ξ),

Z
Cβh :=

E0

2

e−βh kξk dHN (ξ),

E0

and (135) reduces to
Z
∞
X
2
−1
(138)
f (z) dµh,βh (y, z) = Bβh Cβh
ch,i fh,i e−βh kyh,i −zh,i k ,
Z×Z

i=1

which is explicit up to quadratures over E0 . In particular, with f = 1, (138)
gives
∞
X
2
(139)
|µD,h,βh | = Bβ−1
C
ch,i e−βh kyh,i −zh,i k .
βh
h
i=1
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If this sum is nonzero and finite, from these identities, the approximate
expectation of outcomes for f follows as
P∞
−βh kyh,i −zh,i k2
i=1 ch,i fh,i e
(140)
Eh [f ] = P∞
.
−βh kyh,i −zh,i k2
i=1 ch,i e
Again, it bears emphasis that these approximate expectations are explicit
in the data and involve no intermediate modeling step.
As in the case of random loading, Theorem 5.5 sets forth sufficient conditions for the approximate expectations (140) to converge to E∞ [f ]. In order
to make such convergence conditions more explicit, suppose that the transport map TD,h introduced in (123) takes values in the set Dh = {yh,i }∞
i=1 .
Let
(141)

Ah,i := Th−1 (yh,i ),

ch,i := µD,h (Ah,i ),

and assume that the sets Ah,i are bounded Borel sets and that (Ah,i )i∈N
forms a partition of Z, which becomes finer with increasing h in the sense
of (150) below, and that the limiting measure is integrable in the sense of
(149) below. We write
(142)

TD,h (y) = y + uh (y).

Then, a simple calculation gives
 


η 
ζ 
η
+ uh ξ +
,0 ,
,ξ −
(143)
Th ◦ Sλh (ξ, η, ζ) = ξ +
λh
λh
λh
and


,
(144) Sλ−1
◦
T
◦
S
(ξ,
η,
ζ)
=
(ξ,
η,
ζ)
+
P
u
,
λ
(u
−
P
u
),
λ
P
u
E
E
E
h
λ
h
h
h
h
h
h
h
h
with uh evaluated at ξ +
(145)

η
λh .

Assumption (v) of Theorem 5.5 is satisfied if

η 
=0
lim λh uh ξ +
h→∞
λh

for all (ξ, η) ∈ E ×E0⊥ . This results in restrictions on the quenching schedule
(βh ).
In order to make these conditions more explicit, assume that the cells Ah,i
contain the corresponding points yh,i and denote by δh (y) the diameter of
the cell Ah,i containing y. Then, we have


η 
η 
(146)
kuh ξ +
k ≤ δh ξ +
λh
λh
and so (145) reduces to showing that

η 
(147)
lim λh δh ξ +
= 0.
h→∞
λh
This condition requires, in particular, that δh (ξ) → 0, i. e., that the point
set becomes infinitely dense in the limit on E, and, for given (βh ) it places
restrictions on how sparse the point-data density can be away from E.
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It remains to verify assumption (vi). We proceed as in the previous examples, define ĝ : E → [0, ∞] by
(148)

ĝ(ξ) := sup LD (ξ + η)
η∈E0⊥

and assume
(149)

ĝ ∈ L1 (E; HN ).

We assume that (147) holds uniformly, in the sense that
(150)

lim λh sup δh (y) = 0 .

h→∞

y∈Z

Select h0 such that λh supy∈Z δh (y) ≤ 1 for all h ≥ h0 , which implies kη 0 −
ηk ≤ 1, and hence −kη 0 k2 ≤ − 21 kηk2 + 1. The same holds for ζ 0 . Therefore
(151)

1

2 +kζk2 )+2β
0

ŵβ0 (η 0 , ζ 0 ) ≤ Bβ−1
e− 2 β0 (kηk
0

.

We then define
(152)

1

2 +kζk2 )+2β

g(ξ, η, ζ) := 2Bβ−1
e− 2 β0 (kηk
0

0

ĝ(ξ),

and observe that integrability of ĝ over E, which we assumed in (149),
implies integrability of g over E × E0⊥ × E0 .
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